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kingdom, with Aleksei Tolstoi's Aljosa Popovicand Sadko (1872).
By contrast, Puskin had much earlier drawn on Ukrainian songs
for his Kozak (1814), and the music of the Russian folk has been
employed by Mussgorskii, Rimskii-Korsakov, and Borodin. There
is perhaps a closer affinity between the gorgeously extravagant
'byliny' and opera librettos, than with the more disciplined taste
of modern poetry. If that be so, the apotheosis of the genre is
Borodin's Sadko, where the most musically worded of 'byliny*
becomes opera.
The past tense has been used so often in these pages that it may
be supposed the ballads have no present. The present day is
analytical and introspective; it has had a surfeit of romantic spon-
taneity and would willingly reimpose the criterion of poetic artifice.
An example may suggest that the broken arches of the ballads will
bear the new superstructures we would like to rear on them. It is
the Spanish Count Arnaldos. Count Arnaldos, strolling along the
sea-shore one midsummer morning, saw a wonderful boat ap-
proaching and heard its steersman singing a song which brought
the birds to rest on the mast-head and the fish to swim on the
crests of the waves. Deeply moved the Count cried out:
Tn the name of God, I pray you,
teach me, shipman, what you sing.5
But the steersman would not; the ballad breaks off abruptly. What
was that song ? Longfellow's answer is: The Secret of the Sea—
'Wouldst them', so the helmsman answered,
'learn the secret of the sea ?
Only those who brave its dangers
comprehend Its mystery?'
The answer was worthy of a New Englander, with the hardy
sailors of the clippers for his compatriots. Azorin, in Al Margen
de los Cldsicos, is content with hints. He says that the sailor's voice
'speaks of contentment, enfranchisement, geniality, health, hope';
it may be he comes from beyond the infinite and stormy ocean to
lead us to dreamlands of illusion. I do not know whether A. E.
Housman had read the Spanish ballad or Longfellow's or Flecker's
rendering.1 He used, however, exactly the same picture to dash our
hopes of an answer. The time is evening; the place a headland in
1 Collected Poems, London, 1935 ('Lord Arnaldos'): a direct translation.

